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One of the most proactive programs in the Simmental 
breed is without a doubt, the good people at Rainbow 
River Simmentals. Dustin & Jennilee are very passionate 
about this breed and study it inside and out to better 
their program and offer the very best livestock to their 
valued customers. Their attention to detail and desire to 
breed the best Simmental cattle in the business comes 
very serious to them and you can rest assured that when 
you buy into this program, you’re investing in stock that 
is bred to perform. 

As the livestock industry continues to evolve, it takes 
strong genetics to stay at the forefront of it and you can 
find many of the very elite through this deep offering. The 
investment into Impact resulted in extreme high-quality 
sons and daughters that are awesome footed, structurally 
correct, beautiful udder and highly productive. We 
recognize this bull as one of the high quality breeding 
bulls in the industry and after his unfortunate loss last 
year, jump on these genetics while they’re available. 
They have invested in exclusive genetics such as Riddler, 
Westcott, Denali, Captain Scream, Lawmaker for example 
that were offered in limited availability and the Stewart’s 
had the foresight to add these genetics to improve their 
programs. They have done an exemplary job adding 
strong bulls to their line-up but one important asset they 
have done to separate themselves from a high majority of 
competing breeders is investing in the best females in the 
business. They have many of the top donor cows in the 
breed that are selected for udders, feet and productivity 
… the key components of running a successful cow/
calf program. Make note, there are some exceptional 
embryos featuring a couple of these donors at the back 
of the book on offer as well. 

We thoroughly enjoy working with the Rainbow River 
program as they show the same passion and attention 
to detail that we build our values on. This sale is one 
that you can invest in with confidence as the quality is 
elite and they fully stand behind their program 100% 
and want to ensure that you are a happy customer. We 
hope you can join us in Fisher Branch but understand it 
may not be around the corner from you but it is worth 
the trip to see these sale cattle and impressive cowherd 
that backs them. If you can’t attend, feel free to contact 
Dustin, Jennilee or any of the sales staff to represent 
your needs in a confidential manner and we will source 
you the genetics to best compliment your program. We 
look forward to visiting with you on March 13 for the 5th 
Annual Rainbow River Simmentals Bull & Female Sale. 

WelcomeWelcome



First off, Dustin and I would like to extend our sincerest 
gratitude to all of our past customers, under bidders and 
everyone who has expressed interest in our program. 
We are so very grateful for your continued support.

As I think back on this past year, I begin by being humbled 
with a very successful 4th Annual Sale last March, 
despite the stressful challenges we faced leading up to 
the sale with more Decision Deferred bulls than we’ve 
ever had before. So again, thank you from the bottom 
of our hearts for your support last year and thank you to 
our customers who purchased DD bulls for your patience 
and confidence in things working out. Every DD bull we 
sold did eventually pass their semen re-tests and we 
have received positive feedback on our bulls sold last 
year. It’s always very rewarding knowing that the bulls 
we work hard to breed and develop go out and do a 
good job for our customers.

As a result of the drought in 2019, we elected to wean in 
mid-August, three to four weeks earlier than usual, and 
we were impressed with how well the calves performed 
despite the trying conditions. The weather smartened 
up later in fall, giving the bulls and heifers a chance to 
really perform in the milder weather. While on test, we 
have evaluated the bulls for performance and scrotal 
development multiple times to ensure they make the 
cut into this sale.

Dustin and I decided to change the bull’s feeding program 
this year. I worked with our sales rep at Masterfeeds to 
develop a custom bull ration that meets my standards. I 
strongly believe in the value of a good mineral program 
and the Masterfeeds Blueprint chelated minerals have 
worked extremely well in our program over the years. 
Holding nothing back from our pen of bulls, I wanted 
to create a bull ration that would include that same, 
high quality, Blueprint technology. Thank you to George 
Hamilton for working with me on that. As you will see, 
the bulls have developed at an optimal rate, are in ideal 
body condition, and will be ready to get out and work for 
you this spring.

The sale offering in 2020 is our strongest to date with 
both power and calving ease bulls to select from, as well 
as the strongest group of open heifers we have offered. 
New this year, we decided to add in some exclusive 
frozen genetics from our most elite donor cows. There 
are some big time opportunities awaiting in the embryo 
section of the catalogue! 

In the black bulls, the sons off our walking sire, RF 
Impact 601C, have been highlights all year and deserve 
your serious consideration. On the red side of things, 
the Captain Scream bulls are features again this year 
and represent our largest sire group on offer. We have 
a number of bulls sired by old faithful sires, and we 
also have two new sire groups with the Denali and Red 
Summit sons. From our embryo transfer program, there 
are a number of high quality embryo bulls that are sale 
features.

We look forward to hosting you at our farm on Friday, 
March 13. Come early to ensure you have enough time 
to view the bulls outside before heading into the heated 
sale barn to enjoy a delicious, hot lunch, courtesy of us. If 
you can’t join us in person, absentee bidding is available 
online with DLMS or with our sales management, 
Bohrson Marketing. The bulls and heifers are always 
available for viewing ahead of sale day, so give me a call 
to schedule a viewing if you’d like to come take a look. 
The Bohrson crew has also been through the bulls, once 
in early February and again the day before the sale, so 
don’t hesitate to contact myself or one of our Bohrson 
sales reps if you need assistance making a sight-unseen 
selection. I would be very happy to talk you through our 
offering and help you select a bull that is right for your 
program. Feel free to give me a call or shoot me a text 
with any questions you might have. We hope to see you 
on sale day!

Cheers, Dustin & Jennilee
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MarchMarch

LUNCH: 
12:00 PM cst 

SALE TIME: 
1:00 PM cst

VIEWING THE SALE CATTLE
BEFORE SALE DAY
• The sale bulls and heifers will be available for viewing anytime prior to sale day. 

• We encourage customers to come to the farm ahead of sale day so we can give 

you a more personalized tour through the sale cattle. We are always willing to tour 

you through our cow herd and heifer pens to show you the dams and sisters to the 

bulls and heifers on offer.

• If you’d like to come see the sale cattle prior to sale day, please contact Jennilee 

to schedule a viewing. 

ON SALE DAY
• The bulls and heifers will be penned in groups near the sale barn.

• Since this is a video format sale, the cattle will not be run through a sale ring. 

• Be sure to arrive early enough on sale morning to allow adequate time for you to 

sort through the cattle in their pens before the sale starts.

DIRECTIONS:
From the corner of 

Fisher Branch at Highway 17:
 Drive 3 miles north on highway 
17, turn west onto Rd 144N and 
go 3 miles until you come to your 
first stop sign. Turn north onto Rd 
9W and we are the first farm on 

the west side, up on the hill.

From Provincial Road 325 
east of Ashern: 

Turn south off PR 325 onto Rd 9W, 
go a little more than 3.5 miles on 
Rd 9W. We are the first farm on 
the west side of Rd 9W after the 

curves.

13TH
20202020

Sale Day InformationSale Day Information
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13 RED YEARLING BULLS 

12 BLACK YEARLING BULLS

2 TWO YEAR OLD BULLS

5 OPEN REPLACEMENT HEIFERS

4 PACKS OF FROZEN EMBRYOS

OfferingOffering

SALE DAY PHONES
Jennilee Stewart: 204-761-6644

Dustin Stewart: 204-724-2330

BOHRSON MARKETING
Martin Bohrson: 306-220-7901

Matt Criddle: 306-539-6934

AUCTIONEER
Kolton McIntosh: 204-280-0359

RINGMEN
Matt Criddle: 306-539-6934
Scott Tibble: 204-734-0210

ONLINE BIDDING
If you are unable to make it to the sale,  

online bidding will be available through DLMS.ca

Mark Shologan, DLMS: 780-699-5082

ACCOMMODATIONS
Fisher Branch Motor Hotel, Fisher Branch: 204-372-6351
Country Harvest Inn, Broad Valley: 204-372-6618

SIGHT UNSEEN PURCHASES
If you are unable to attend the sale or unable to view the bulls 
and heifers prior to sale day, we would gladly assist you with 
making a sale selection. Please contact Jennilee to discuss the 
bulls and heifers in our sale offering, and your specific needs, 
so she can help you select a bull(s) or heifer(s) that is right for 
your program. Also feel free to contact a representative from 
Bohrson Marketing as they have been through the sale cattle 
and will represent your needs in a professional manner.

PHOTOS & VIDEOS
• Photos taken by Rainbow River Simmentals in January 2020
• Videos taken February 24, 2020 and are available for viewing  
  at www.cattlevids.ca and www.rainbowriversimmentals.com

Sale ContactsSale Contacts
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DELIVERY
Option A: Take your bull home sale day and receive a $100 credit per bull. 
Heifers must be picked up on sale day unless prior arrangements have been made.

Option B: Free delivery on bulls to central points in Manitoba, 
Saskatchewan and Alberta, or to the nearest Canada-USA border crossing. In 
most cases, we will deliver right to your yard. Delivery will begin immediately 
after the sale at the seller’s convenience. If you are unable to receive your bull 
when we are delivering to your area, the bull must be picked up from Rainbow 
River Simmentals at the buyer’s expense.

Option C: Bulls may be left at the farm free of charge until April 1. A 
rate of $5 per head per day will apply after April 1 and bulls will then need to 
be picked up by the buyer at the buyer’s expense no later than May 1. 

If your bull or heifer is to be left at the farm after the sale, we insist that all 
purchases be insured while remaining at Rainbow River Simmentals. All bulls 
and heifers become the risk of the buyer as soon as sold. While we will always 
take every precaution to provide the utmost care for your animal, we are not 
responsible for any illness, injuries or mortality after the animal is declared sold.  

INSURANCE
A livestock insurance agent will be in attendance sale day for your convenience:
Keystone Livestock Services 
Lois McRae  |  Cell: 204-573-5192  |  Home: 204-728-3058

U.S. BUYERS
 • Our sale is conducted in Canadian funds. Exchange rate will be announced 

on sale day and will be available at the settlement desk.
 • For bulls and heifers sold to American customers, Rainbow River Simmentals 

will assist with the necessary health testing, vet exams and paperwork 
required to export your animal. 

 • Export fees are the responsibility of the buyer. 
 • In order to cover the cost of veterinarian, U.S. Customs and brokerage charges 

required to export your animal, a fee of $300 USD per animal purchased, will 
be charged for this service and is due at the time of settlement. 

 • Trucking to our nearest U.S.- Canada border crossing (Pembina, ND port of 
entry) is free of charge, assuming that all U.S. bound bulls and heifers will be 
transported to the border in one shipment. 

 • Trucking from the U.S. port of entry at Pembina, ND to the buyer’s final 
destination will be the responsibility and the expense of the buyer, unless 
prior arrangements have been made.

 BREEDER GUARANTEE
 • All bulls and heifers are guaranteed to be satisfactory breeders in accordance 

with the standard guidelines set forth by the Canadian Simmental Association. 
  • If a problem occurs with your purchase, please notify us as soon as possible. 
 • A bull of equal value and quality will be supplied, if available, or a credit 

given towards the purchase of another bull. 
 • Any credit issued must be used in the following year’s sale and will expire 

thereafter. 
 • No refunds will be issued. 
 • This guarantee does not cover death, injury, sickness or mismanagement. 
 • Complete breeder guarantee details are available on the Canadian 

Simmental Association website at www.simmental.com or under the Terms 
and Conditions specified in this catalogue.

SEMEN TESTING & SALE WEIGHTS
 • Bulls will be semen tested, scrotal measured, palpated and inspected by a 

veterinarian.
 • Heifers will be palpated and confirmed open by a veterinarian.
 • Sale weights and semen test results will be posted on our website prior to 

sale day.

IN-HERD SEMEN COLLECTION
Rainbow River Simmentals reserves the right to collect semen on any bull sold 
through this sale. The semen collection will be at Rainbow River Simmentals’ 
expense and the buyer’s convenience. Any semen collected will be for Rainbow 
River Simmentals’ in-herd use only.

WEANING DATES
 • Bulls were weaned on August 18, 2019 using the quiet wean process.
 • Heifers were weaned on August 19, 2019 using the quiet wean process.

HEALTH
All bulls and heifers have been on a total herd health program since birth. They 
have been vaccinated and treated with:
 • Pyramid 5 + Presponse in March 2019 and at weaning
 • Tasvax 8 in March and May
 • Fermicon 7/Somnugen at weaning
 • Safe Guard oral paste at weaning
 • Injectable Ivermectin and injectable Vitamin AD in November
 • Saber pour-on for control of external parasites in January and February

NUTRITION
Bulls
 • Bulls have been developed on free choice alfalfa haylage and native grass 

hay. 
 • A custom Blueprint bull ration from Masterfeeds is limit fed daily. The custom 

ration is formulated to balance energy requirements without overfeeding 
protein, and also provides the highest quality Blueprint mineral pack which 
includes vitamins, 100% chelated minerals and a combination of Alltech 
technologies that help with gut, hoof and coat health.

 • Loose Masterfeeds Blueprint mineral (containing salt) is also fed free choice. 
 • Their diet has been formulated to balance protein, energy, vitamin and 

mineral intake as they develop throughout the fall and winter. The bull ration 
is limit fed daily to control concentrate intake and encourage forage intake, 
while promoting growth and longevity. 

 • As we approach sale day, we gradually step our bulls off their bull ration, 
very slowly, over several weeks. We do this to gradually re-adapt our bulls 
to consuming a 100% forage diet. We realize that our bulls may not receive 
concentrate supplementation after delivery to our customers. If they do, 
great! But if not, our step-down approach prevents our bulls from falling apart 
due to abrupt changes in diet after delivery to our customers.

Heifers
 • Heifers have been developed on free choice alfalfa haylage, native grass hay 

and loose Masterfeeds Blueprint Mineral (containing salt). 
 • They have been limit fed the custom bull ration at 1% body weight from 

mid-September until mid-January, then reduced to 0.5% body weight from 
mid-January onwards.
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GESTATION LENGTH
 • The heritability of gestation length is moderately high.
 • Gestation length influences a calf’s BW and a cow’s calving interval.
 •  All bulls and heifers have their gestation length specified in this catalogue, except for embryo transfer (ET) calves. This is because the age 

and genetics of the recipient dam could influence the ET calf’s gestation length, making it a potentially inaccurate indicator of the ET calf’s 
actual inherited gestation potential.

HOMO POLLED & COAT COLOUR
 • All bulls and heifers have homo polled and coat colour results specified in this catalogue.
 • If their polled and coat colour status could not be determined through parentage, then DNA testing was performed to obtain their results.
 • “Homo” is short for Homozygous, i.e.) Homozygous Polled
 • “Hetero” is short for Heterozygous, i.e.) Heterozygous Polled
 • A red animal born out of two black parents will be diluter free.

 
What do the results mean? 

Bull Cow Resulting Calves
HOMO POLLED - the bull carries two copies of the polled gene

Homo Polled Homo Polled 100% Polled

Hetero Polled 100% Polled

Horned 100% Polled

HETERO POLLED - the bull is polled, but carries one polled gene and one horned gene

Hetero Polled Homo Polled 100% Polled

Hetero Polled 75% Polled, 25% Horned

Horned 50% Polled, 50% Horned

HOMO BLACK - the bull carries two copies of the black gene

Homo Black Homo Black 100% Black

Hetero Black 100% Black

Red 100% Black

HETERO BLACK - the bull is black in colour, but carries one black gene and one red gene.  
Black is dominant to red, so the red colour is not expressed when it is paired with a black gene.

Hetero Black Homo Black 100% Black

Hetero Black 75% Black, 25% Red

Red 50% Black, 50% Red

RED - the bull carries two copies of the red gene. This example assumes the bull is diluter free.

Red Homo Black 100% Black

Hetero Black 50% Black, 50% Red

Red 100% Red
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$1250 in Sale Credits in Sale Credits
We value our customers and everyone who expresses interest in our cattle.  

To show our appreciation, we would like to reward you with a few sales credits to be drawn as follows:

PRE-SALE CREDIT 
• Register for a bidder number on sale day and be entered to win one of two pre-sale credits in the amounts of $500 and $250. 
• The credit will be applied as a discount on any lot the winner might purchase during the sale.
• The winners of these credits will be announced at the beginning of the sale.
• The credit is only applicable to this year’s sale. If the winner does not make a purchase, the credit expires at the end of the sale.

BUYERS CREDIT 
• At the end of the sale, we will draw one lot number that sold. 
• The buyer of that sale lot will win a $500 credit to be applied as  a discount on their purchase. 
• Embryo lots are excluded from the buyer’s draw.

If the winner of the buyers draw also won one of the pre-sale credits, then it’s their lucky day!  
You could potentially win up to $1000 off your purchase.

Customer AppreciationCustomer Appreciation

Thank you Thank you 
FOR YOUR INTEREST IN OUR PROGRAM!

VOLUME BUYER DISCOUNT
We will reward our customers with a 2% discount off their total purchase if they spend a minimum of $15,000 and purchase two or 
more head. For each additional $15,000 spent, another 1% will be added onto the discount rate, up to a maximum of 5%.

The volume discount only applies to bulls and heifers that are paid for in full on sale day. Absentee buyers will have a 14 day  
extension to make settlement in full. Partnership bulls and embryos are excluded from the discount.

PLEASE JOIN US FOR A COMPLIMENTARY LUNCH ON SALE DAY 
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TERMS & CONDITIONS Fall Sale HighlightsFall Sale Highlights

RAINBOWRIVER LADY 39G  
SOLD TO LABATTE SIMMENTALS 

Paternal sister to lots 5 & 6

RAINBOWRIVER CINDERELLA 48G  
SOLD TO RANCIER FARMS 

Paternal sister to lots 22 & 23

RAINBOWRIVER BLACKIE 62G  
SOLD TO CROWE BROS 

Paternal sister to dam of lot 31

SOLD IN THE 2019 KEYSTONE KONNECTION SIMMENTAL SALE 
TERMS: The terms of the sale are cash or cheque payable 
at par at the sale location. Settlement is to be made 
immediately after the completion of the sale. The right of 
property shall not pass until after settlement is made. All 
settlements must be made with the clerk of the sale before 
any cattle will be released. All monies are in Canadian funds. 
BIDS: Every animal in the sale will be sold, by auction, to the 
highest bidder. No by-bidding will be permitted. 
DISPUTES: In cases of disputes, bidding will be reopened 
between the parties involved. If no further bid is made, 
the buyer will be the person from whom the auctioneer 
accepted the last bid. The auctioneer’s decision in such 
matters will be final.
PURCHASER’S RISK: Each animal becomes the risk of the 
buyer as soon as sold. 
INSURANCE: We insist that all animals remaining at 
Rainbow River Simmentals after the sale MUST be insured. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS: All announcements from the auction 
block will take precedence over the printed matter in the 
catalogue. Buyers are therefore cautioned to pay close 
attention to any such announcements. 
CERTIFICATE OF REGISTRATION: Each animal will carry 
registration papers issued by the Canadian Simmental 
Association. A certificate of registration will be transferred 
to the buyer for each animal purchased after settlement has 
been made in full. 
SHIPPING: Assistance will be given in arranging trucking 
after the sale but no risk is assumed by the seller or any 
sales staff. Expenses incurred are the responsibility of the 
buyer. Buyers are requested to furnish shipping instructions 
when settlement is made. If you need assistance, please 
contact the seller. 
GUARANTEE: All animals are sold under the standard terms 
and guarantees as set forth by the Canadian Simmental 
Association (CSA). The CSA Breeder Guarantee Guidelines 
can be found on the reverse side of any registration paper 
belonging to a bull or female registered with the CSA, or 
on the CSA website at www.simmental.com. At no time will 
the seller’s liability exceed the purchase price of the animal.
EXCEPTION TO GUARANTEE: This guarantee does not 
cover death, injury, sickness or mismanagement. No 
guarantee is given that a bull’s semen will freeze. In cases 
where the animal is subjected to any hormonal or surgical 
reproduction techniques (i.e. embryo transfer) after the 
sale, the guarantee shall be null and void. Animals cannot 
be returned to Rainbow River Simmentals if not in a sound, 
healthy condition.
HEALTH: It is the buyer’s responsibility to determine health 
requirements for importing any animal into their province 
or state.
ACCIDENTS: Although every precaution will be taken to 
protect the safety and comfort of buyers, neither Rainbow 
River Simmentals, or any sales staff or Association assume 
any responsibility in this matter and disclaim any liability, 
legal or otherwise, in the event of accident or loss of 
property. 
LIABILITIES: All persons attending the sale do so at their own 
risk and the seller assumes no liability, legal or otherwise, 
for any accidents occurring in or about the premises.
RIGHTS AND OBLIGATIONS: The above terms and conditions 
of the sale shall constitute a contract between the buyer 
and seller, and be equally binding to both. Resale of animals 
following purchase in this sale shall constitute a separate 
transaction, and the rights and obligations of the two 
parties connected thereto are not covered by the terms and 
conditions of this sale.
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Reference     Reference     
    Sires    Sires

BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D

WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C

KWA LAW MAKER 59C

SPRINGCREEK DENALI 21E

HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B

LFE THE RIDDLER 323B

WFL WESTCOTT 24C MRL 67X

SPRINGCREEK BLUE CHIP 9D

WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH

KUNTZ LONGMIRE 4D
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We purchased RF Impact 601C for $30,000 as one of Rancier Farm’s high sellers in 2017. Other than his impressive 
phenotype, I was drawn to him because of the incredible Flirt cow family that backs him, his excellent foot quality, and his 
curve-bending performance where he started out 10 days early at just 84 lbs. We were tempted to use him on heifers, but 
felt he was likely built too powerfully to serve as a calving ease sire. After his first calf crop, I was back to wondering if he 
could work on heifers with how small they came and often with short gestations. After his second set of calves arrived in 
2019, I was convinced that Impact is a calving ease sire. In Impact’s first three calf crops born from cows, his heifer calves 
averaged 86 lbs BW, 282 days gestation, and 60% came with a short gestation. His sons have averaged 94 lbs BW, 285 days 
gestation and again 60% have come with short gestations. Because of his impressive consistencies, he has earned himself 
a CE EPD at the top 2% of the breed and a BW EPD at the top 15%. Since his progeny also perform so well, his WW and 
YW EPDs are at the top 50% and 25%. Impact’s first daughters are also now in production and they are ideal with excellent 
feet and beautiful udders that milk very well. He is exactly the kind of sire we strive to utilize, but his kind is hard to find. 
Impact will continue to see heavy use in our program, plus the majority of our heifer pen will see his service this spring.

We start our 2020 catalogue off with the Impact sire group. Collectively, this is the most impressive sire group we’ve ever 
had. The ability of these Impact sons to start off small, often with short gestations, then develop into bulls with so much 
mass and substance, is a rare and valuable thing to find. Most significantly, these Impact bulls consistently correct hair and 
foot quality better than any sire group we’ve ever used. There’s just so much good to these Impact sons. They do so many 
things right that the commercial cattle industry demands and are certainly the most deserving group to kick things off this 
year. The Impact progeny in this catalogue can be found as Lots 1 to 4, 27 and 32.

Feature SireFeature Sire

BPG1170781 GNR 601C Dec 23, 2015 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

RF  IMPACT 601C

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
84 805 1381 14.7 1.2 69.9 112.0 16.3 8.6 51.3 116.72 64.93

Maternal Sib: RF FLIRT 499B

  SHS ENTICER P1B
 HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X JDF PEPSI 61U
SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z RLA REDSTREAM 152S
 SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U WLB 32H JENNA 360R
  WHEATLAND BULL 680S
 WHEATLAND STOUT 930W WHEATLAND LADY 737 T
 RF FLIRT 204Z KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L
 RF FLIRT 4X CHUB’S FLIRT 6P
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  SPRINGCREEK ALL IN 155Y
 SPRINGCREEK GOLD STANDARD SPRINGCREEK GOLDY 135W
RAINBOWRIVER LINNE 18C RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINNE 10R ACS MISS CHUCKWAGON 24M

Arguably the most complete bull in the offering, this bull deserves the prestigious Lot 1 honour. From day one 58G had 
a special look. At a few months of age, he had a herd bull presence that stole the show. Over the summer, he developed 
into an impressive meat machine and stood at side of a big, beautiful, perfectly uddered cow; they really looked the part 
together on pasture. He is as sound footed and as sound in his leg structure as they come. With his perfectly shaped 
foot and deep heel, 58G will continue his sire’s legacy and be a foot improver. 58G is stout with the thickest hip in the 
pen, plenty of natural muscle expression and added dimension. He is docile, has a beautiful hair coat and big testicles. 
Overall, a bull with a tonne of power and presence, I promise you will love him in the flesh. In terms of performance, 58G 
has far out-gained every other bull, posting a 365 day weight of 1565 lbs and a ratio of 113. His EPD profile is one of the 
best in the sale. This bull gets even better when you look at the cow families that back him. Flirt, Jenna and Linne - three 
of the most desirable cow families in the breed. 58G’s maternal granddam is the proven Linne 10R donor and dam of 
Springcreek Teddy 72U. We have a 3/4 sister to 58G that is a feature in our heifer pen. No matter which way you analyze 
58G, everything adds up to a bull that is very special with a world of breeding potential. Is there any way this bull could get 
any more complete? Yes, there’s one more thing. Just like his sire, he has a super short gestation of 275 days!

RETAINING SEMEN FOR IN-HERD USE

BPG1285813 JNB 58G Feb 2, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver IMPACT 58G

1

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
95 842 1565 12.1 2.0 84.3 141.2 20.6 7.0 62.8 127.64 75.03

Granddam: SPRINGCREEK LINNE 10R

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER LINNE 18C

Lot 1

Lot 1
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  WHEATLAND BULL 680S
 JNB BLACK YUKON 14Y KNH DAKOTA 54L
RAINBOWRIVER ARIZONA 11A KJLI THE ROCK 1L
 KLC MISS RED ROCK 426P PATT POL FLASHINGRED 8F

This impressive bull resembles his great sire very closely. 17G is a moderate framed, stout tank with a flashy look and 
huge scrotal. He demonstrates the typical Impact stamp with big rib, softness, thickness, awesome hair coat, sound leg 
structure and a very high quality foot. He comes by his foot quality honestly because in addition to his sire, his dam 11A, 
Yukon and Dakota on the bottom side of his pedigree are also excellent footed cattle. Actually, that Dakota 154L cow built 
one of the strongest footed cow families in our program. 17G’s dam is a larger framed, deep ribbed cow that has raised 
a feature bull before. Her only other son to date, which she raised as a first calf heifer, was our high selling black bull in 
2016 to Lach Farms of Plumas. 17G has been a stand out from a very young age and has been popular with visitors all 
year. We love his look so much that we halter broke him with intentions to show him this fall. He was the easiest bull I’ve 
ever broke thanks to him being so docile and good natured. With the way the weather went this fall, we never did make 
it out to any shows, but we believe 17G would have been competitive. More importantly though, we believe he will be 
a valuable breeding bull that will breed true to his type and can be looked upon as a foot improver. Gestation 286 days.

BPG1282874 JNB 17G Jan 17, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver IMPACT 17G

2

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
102 846 1372 8.0 3.8 71.8 106.8 20.4 6.2 56.3 119.39 66.75

Full Sib to Flirt 4X: TLG FLIRTIN WITH YOU

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER ARIZONA 11A

Maternal Sib: JNB 2C
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  WHEATLAND BULL 680S
 WHEATLAND PREDATOR 922W WHEATLAND LADY 752T
RAINBOWRIVER DOMINO 17A ACS BLACK JACK 758T
 KRGS DOMINO 74X WINDMILL DOMINO 47R

Calving Ease. This feature bull offers an attractive look in a real soft made package, great hair coat and a good foot typical 
of all Impact progeny. With his 87 lb BW and EPDs for CE and BW in the top 10% and 15% of the breed, he will make 
himself at home in your heifer pen. He could also be used on some power cows that need a shot of calving ease and some 
extra look. 15G is a 3/4 brother to Lot 4, hailing from our good Domino cow family. His dam is a very fertile cow that has 
always caught to her first service. 17A has raised two feature bulls in the past, and last year she gave us a full sister to 15G 
that was very good. To our misfortune, we lost his sister early this past summer, but she had the makings to be one of the 
top breds on the farm. 15G’s quality is no accident and his depth of quality is hard to find in a calving ease bull. Something 
pretty special here, made even better with his short gestation of 283 days.

BPG1283377 JNB 15G Jan 17, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver IMPACT 15G

3

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
87 725 1269 12.8 1.0 62.1 96.0 20.4 5.7 51.5 115.63 61.89

Full Sib: JNB 10F

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER DOMINO 17A

Maternal Sib: JNB 7D
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE THE RIDDLER 323B LFE BS CHARO 23Y
RAINBOWRIVER DOMINO 9D ACS BLACK JACK 758T
 KRGS DOMINO 74X WINDMILL DOMINO 47R

One of the most complete bulls in the offering. Backed by a productive cow family and a beautiful, big capacity, perfectly 
uddered dam who ranks as one of the most ideal cows in the herd. He is a 3/4 brother to Lot 3. 69G is stout with a deep 
heeled, high quality foot. His curve-bender performance is something to take note of. In his contemporary group, he is 
the second heaviest adj YW bull at 1509 lbs, coming in second only to his brother, Lot 1. If you like EPDs at all, he also has 
a very useable set of numbers. This bull is awfully hard to fault and after you see him in the flesh, I’m sure not very many 
of you would disagree with that statement. If you can look past his two partial socks on his back feet, you will see a true 
beef bull. One that will leave a great set of heifers, add pay weight to his calves without sacrificing calving ease, and make 
a positive influence on any herd. Think outside the box and invest wisely here. Short gestation of 284 days.

BPG1285837 JNB 69G Feb 11, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver IMPACT 69G

4

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
96 840 1509 9.8 3.2 80.7 131.1 20.4 6.8 60.8 124.87 73.12

SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER DOMINO 9D

Maternal Sib: JNB 74F
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BW: 107 

ADJ  
WW: 752

ADJ  
YW: 1400

CE: 5.1

BW: 4.1

WW: 72.3

YW: 106.8

MILK: 22.3

MCE: 5.5

MWW: 58.5

API: 121.71

TI: 67.94

5
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE MCDAVID 413C LFE HEAVEN SENT 30X
SPRINGCREEK DENALI 21E SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
 SPRINGCREEK LIMA 69Y SPRINGCREEK DREAM 34S
  CNS DREAM ON L186
 MSC FANTASY EDN PRISM 98P
GBV BLACK UMBRA 78U JSP RED PRIME CUT 010H
 RAINBOW RIVER TOORED 120N GBV RAINBOW RIVER RED 10L

This very quiet bull is mothered by a big bodied, soggy, easy doing cow with 
an ideal udder. She raised four feature bulls over the years, a daughter sold 
to Sun Rise Simmentals in SK, and I have two very good daughters retained 
in herd, one of which raised our $16,100 high selling bull to Crossroad Farms 
in 2017. 11G is one of the first sons to sell from the $46,000 Springcreek 
Denali, a new sire that has been held exclusive to only a few breeding 
programs in Canada. 11G should add hair and pounds to his calves through 
extra length and depth of body. He was born unassisted and was extremely 
vigorous at birth. Gestation 289 days.

BPG1282875 JNB 11G Jan 15, 2019 Homo Polled Hetero Black Purebred

Rainbowriver DENALI 11G Maternal Sib: JNB 22EDam: UMBRA 78U

BW: 99 

ADJ  
WW: 803

ADJ  
YW: 1334

CE: 5.0

BW: 3.7

WW: 72.9

YW: 107.7

MILK: 26.2

MCE: 4.6

MWW: 62.7

API: 113.17

TI: 68.18

6
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE MCDAVID 413C LFE HEAVEN SENT 30X
SPRINGCREEK DENALI 21E SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
 SPRINGCREEK LIMA 69Y SPRINGCREEK DREAM 34S
  WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE
 WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER WHEATLAND LADY 81X
RAINBOWRIVER CALLA 33C JNB BLACK XPLOSION 20X
 GBV/JNB BLACK ZOEY 21Z GBV JNB RED XPRESSION 38X

This bull has always had the look of a good one, right from the day he 
was born. All year long he’s always ranked in the top handful of bulls. His 
thick hip and extension through his front third make an eye appealing 
combination. 21G’s dam raised a feature heifer that we sold in the 2018 
Keystone Konnection Sale to Drew Don Simmentals in Ontario. She just gave 
us another full brother to 21G that is really stout and looks promising. The 
maternal granddam of this bull, 21Z, was one of the most beautiful cows 
that ever graced our pastures. Add in the Heaven Sent and Lima donors on 
the top side of 21G’s pedigree, and you have a bull packed full of maternal 
merit. Gestation 285 days.

BPG1285759 JNB 21G Jan 19, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver DENALI 21G Maternal Sib: JNB 36FDam: CALLA 33C
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BW: 97 ET

ADJ  
WW: 820

ADJ  
YW: 1503

CE: 6.7

BW: 3.3

WW: 83.8

YW: 134.9

MILK: 21.8

MCE: 7.2

MWW: 63.7

API: 136.85

TI: 77.36

7
  LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE GOTHAM 819Y LFE BEST LADY 47W
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B TNT TANKER U263
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y LFE CHARO 3N
  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S SPRINGCREEK PHOEBE 64N
BLACKSAND LINNETTE 934W SRS BLACK ATTACK L1079
 SPRINGCREEK ROSE 21R SPRINGCREEK DELLA 31F

This performance bull comes to you from our embryo transfer program. His dam is the highly regarded Blacksand Linnette 934W donor that was a $20,000 high seller at the historic 
Blacksand dispersal and now walks the pastures for our friends at Come As U R. 934W is an impressive blaze faced cow that has produced many feature offspring over the years. She 
is a paternal sister to our own leading donors, Blacksand Linette 823U and LRX Red Reeba 41D. The Liner 104S females are some of the best cows in the industry and we know from 
experience just how good this mating of The Riddler x Liner 104S is. We also have a beautiful flushmate sister to 56G in our replacement pen that we would be very happy to show you. 
We just wish 56G would have inherited his dam’s blaze face, but the money stripe is in his genetics so he might pass the blaze down to some of his progeny. He has breed leading EPDs 
in almost every category and curve bending performance that we’ve come to expect from Riddler progeny. A very complete bull that will increase performance in his calf crop without 
sacrificing calving ease and you will want to keep every one of his daughters.

BPTG1285812 JNB 56G Jan 31, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver RIDDLER 56G

Full Sib: KRGS 826FDam: LINNETTE 934W

  LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE GOTHAM 819Y LFE BEST LADY 47W
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B TNT TANKER U263
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y LFE CHARO 3N
  JS SURE BET 4T
 DRAKE POKER FACE 2X DRAKE TULA 1R
RAINBOWRIVER CINDER 17C RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINNE 6R SPRINGCREEK DAISY 40H

If your goal is to add chrome, improve docility, fix udders, or perhaps do all 
of the above, then this bull will be the ticket. His blaze face should be highly 
heritable as he is the fifth animal in his lineage with the money stripe. He 
was born quiet and always comes over for a scratch. He comes from several 
generations of cows with superb udder quality, plus we just calved out a 
maternal sister to 7G who also has an excellent udder with small teats and 
plenty of milk. Short gestation of 282 days.

Granddam: LINNE 6RDam: CINDER 7C

BW: 103 

ADJ  
WW: 738

ADJ  
YW: 1312

CE: 6.2

BW: 3.0

WW: 81.5

YW: 131.4

MILK: 21.8

MCE: 6.0

MWW: 62.6

API: 130.66

TI: 73.93

BPG1283370 JNB 7G Jan 12, 2019 Homo Polled Hetero Black Purebred
8 Rainbowriver RIDDLER 7G
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  DCR MR MOON SHINE X102
 TNT 90 PROOF Z401 TNT MISS S17
WFL WESTCOTT 24C R PLUS REDGE 8018U
 WFL SWEET LICIOUS 1044X WFL RED LICIOUS
  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S SPRINGCREEK PHOEBE 64N
BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U BCLR DAYLIGHT M54
 SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P SPRINGCREEK JACKIE 145M

This embryo bull is the only son we have this year from our leading donor, Blacksand Linette 823U. To our good fortune, 
all of our other ET calves from Linette were heifers in 2019 and we’ve retained every one of them. We have two flushmate 
sisters to 29G in our replacement pen that we would love to show you. Their power and overall mass and capacity will 
blow you away! Linette’s natural calf in 2018 was also a full brother to 29G. He was a big, impressive bull that ended up 
as one of our high sellers last year and now resides in North Dakota. We’ve received very positive feedback on that bull 
from his owners. Like his brother, 29G is a feature bull in his own right. He’s not as big framed as his brother, but is softer 
made, bigger barrelled and nicer haired, yet similar in terms of overall performance. With moderate calving numbers and 
performance EPDs at the top 5% of the breed, this bull strikes a nice balance. You will also appreciate the quality of foot 
and leg structure on this bull as he is very flexible in his joints and sets down on a square foot. We really can’t say enough 
good things about this cross between Linette and the $165,000 Westcott. It is an extremely consistent mating and you 
can have confidence in the quality and predictability that is bred into this bull. 29G has been a stand out all year and he 
will surely stand out on sale day.

BPTG1285768 JNB 29G Jan 24, 2019 Hetero Polled Hetero Black Purebred

Rainbowriver WESTCOTT 29G

9

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
96 ET 817 1383 6.5 3.5 82.7 122.9 23.1 3.4 64.5 119.5 73.09

Dam: BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U

Lot 9: JULY 2019 

Full Sib: JNB 38F
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  LFE RANCHER 396U
 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z LFE BS KEEPSAKE 158S
WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE BS MARY 26A LFE BS MARY 25U
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE THE RIDDLER 323B LFE BS CHARO 23Y
RAINBOWRIVER MS MORGAN 24E SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z
 IPU 56U MS. MORGAN 41C SUN RISE BLACK 33A

This soggy, deep ribbed, huge nutted bull is proof of the power of strong cow families. He hails from a stellar cow family that 
is going to become very influential in our program over the next few years. His dam is an ET daughter of our tremendous 
donor cow, IPU 56U Ms Morgan 41C, who we purchased for $19,000 as an open heifer but heartbreakingly lost only a year 
and a half later. When we flushed 41C, it was a no brainer to cross her with The Riddler to stack his maternal merit with 
that of Captain Morgan and Liner 56U. The dam of 46G is one of two beautiful daughters that we got from that mating 
and she is the first of the two that is slated to be flushed, hopefully this spring. 24E is a moderate framed, good footed cow 
with an udder that is absolutely perfect in every regard - tightly suspended, level, with small teats - it’s perfect. Like 41C, 
she’s proven to be a very fertile young cow and she sure raised a good one on her first try. Based on the production record 
of 24E and 41C, the maternal attributes of this bull should be extremely strong. I could go on and on about the maternal 
merit of the Morgan cow family, but we can’t forget that the top side of this bull’s pedigree is also stacked with maternal 
greatness. I believe this bull will be a female maker and I can just imagine the stout, soggy set of calves that he will sire. 
He will serve to moderate frame size and add sogginess, substance and docility to his calves. He also offers a very useable 
set of numbers with an EPD spread that is strong right across the board. Gestation 288 days.

BPG1285799 JNB 46G Jan 28, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred Twin

Rainbowriver BOUNTY HUNTER 46G

10

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
79 798 1392 7.2 2.6 79.6 129 24.2 5.3 64.0 132.04 75.59

Granddam: IPU 56U MS. MORGAN 41C

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER MS MORGAN 24E

Maternal Sib to Dam: JNB 58E
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BW: 96 

ADJ  
WW: 853

ADJ  
YW: 1507

CE: 6.8

BW: 3.4

WW: 80.6

YW: 134

MILK: 24.7

MCE: 3.9

MWW: 65.0

API: 125.67

TI: 75.15

11
  LFE RANCHER 396U
 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z LFE BS KEEPSAKE 158S
WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE BS MARY 26A LFE BS MARY 25U
  ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
 SPRINGCREEK SPARK PLUG SPRINGCREEK BROOKE 68Z
RAINBOWRIVER BEAUTY 1E TNT KNOCK OUT R206
 SPRINGCREEK BEAUTY 33U SPRINGCREEK LINNE 23R

This power bull was raised by a first calf heifer. Think about that as you analyze 
his performance data. He ranked 6th out of a group of 22 at weaning and was 
the third heaviest adj YW bull in his contemporary group, being outdone only 
by the Lot 1 and Lot 4 feature bulls. This bull should calve well and increase 
pay weight in your calves. If pedigrees mean anything to you, you will notice 
that this bull is good for a reason. His mother is a blaze faced cow that came 
to us in-dam when we purchased the great 33U cow for $12,000 when she 
was 8 years old. Linne 23R and Brooke 68Z are also two of the most beautiful 
and productive donors from the Spring Creek program and they both grace 
the bottom side of 13G’s pedigree. Gestation 288 days.

BPG1283375 JNB 13G Jan 17, 2019 Homo Polled Hetero Black Purebred

Rainbowriver BOUNTY HUNTER 13G Granddam: BEAUTY 33ULot 11 & Dam: AUGUST 2019

BW: 108 

ADJ  
WW: 869

ADJ  
YW: 1469

CE: 2.2

BW: 6.2

WW: 92.7

YW: 143.6

MILK: 19.6

MCE: 0.5

MWW: 66.0

API: 111.78

TI: 72.71

12
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U NEVAS L93
RAINBOWRIVER STORM 20B MRL HURRICANE 27R
 SPRINGCREEK STORMY 34T BDV AMANDA L43

A performance bull with all the depth of rib and length of body you could 
hope for. With his impressive look, he’s been a favourite amongst visitors all 
year. Born unassisted from one of my favourite cows in the herd, a beautiful 
Liner 56U daughter that knows how to get the job done. This cross with 
Captain Scream and Liner 56U stacks two of the breeds greatest sires in 
this bull, combining performance and maternal merit into one impressive 
individual. 12G had a big time weaning accomplishment with an actual WW 
of 902 lbs on August 18. Gestation 288 days.

BPG1283374 JNB 12G Jan 16, 2019 Homo Polled Hetero Black Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 12G Maternal Sib: JNB 11DDam: STORM 20B
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  LCHMN BODYBUILDER 7303F
 FSP MACHO MAN 6M BOYNECREST SOPHIE 15J
GBV JNB RED VEGAS 9X JSP RED PRIME CUT 010H
 GBV JNB 33M REDISABEL 65M JAE-BAR MS RED TARGET

This is an all around complete bull with extra length, thickness and a great disposition. He has been one of the heaviest 
bulls in the group all year, plus with performance EPD’s at the top 5% of the breed, he will add pay weight to his calves. 
40G’s dam is a never miss cow that has raised some feature bulls before. With the likes of Bodybuilder and Prime Cut in 
her pedigree, it’s no wonder 9X has been such a good cow over the years. My dad bought the great Prime Cut bull from 
Barry Labatte when he was 5 years old and Prime Cut walked our pastures until he was 12. He was an incredible footed 
bull and sired the best cows that dad ever had. 9X always brings home a heavyweight in the fall and always stamps her 
calves with a little extra frame and stretch. 40G’s maternal sister is also one of the top cows in our herd. She has earned 
her fair share of praise too as she raised a feature bull in 2019, a feature daughter who sold in our 2018 sale to Drew Don 
Simmentals, plus two top end daughters that we’ve retained in-herd. 40G’s dam and sister are both great milking cows 
with ideal teat size and strong feet. It’s a cow family that you should be confident tying into. If you admire his dark red 
colour, I can tell you that every animal on the entire bottom side of 40G’s pedigree is also dark red in colour. Gestation 
289 days.

PG1285792 GBV 40G Jan 26, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 40G

13

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
105 857 1451 2.3 5.9 83.3 126.6 23.0 3.0 64.7 103.33 70.3

Great Grandsire: PRIME CUT 010H

Maternal Sib: JNB 14B

Dam: VEGAS 9X AT 9 YRS OLD 
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X
 R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z IPU RED BARONESS 1T
WFL RED SAGE 506C R PLUS REDGE 8018U
 WFL RED SAGE 1003Y 3D MISS SAGE 140 W

The dam of this feature bull is one of the most beautiful red donors in the breed. I had the honour of seeing her in 
the flesh last spring and my love for her only deepened. Her genetics are in high demand for good reason. She flat out 
produces, having already raised two Grand Champion bulls and numerous high selling sons and daughters. Her highest 
selling daughter to date was an open heifer that sold at FNL for $40,000 in December, and last March a full brother to 
these three bulls, SVS Betts 808F, fetched $120,000. In 2017 and 2018, I invested heavily into 8 Captain Scream x Sage 
embryos. I paid a small fortune for those embryos because I believed they would be a genetic explosion. Those embryos 
yielded me a total of three gorgeous heifers and these three bulls. Two of those heifers have developed into stunning two 
year olds with excellent udders. I plan to flush one of them in short order. The third is in our replacement pen and she too 
is beautiful. These three flush brothers have been popular all year and I’ve had my fun watching them grow, trying to pick 
my favourite as they developed. In my opinion, 57G has surfaced as the highlight of the three with his attractive profile, 
moderate BW and good performance. He is long and strong in his topline, stout, good haired, big nutted and puppy 
dog quiet. His phenotype makes him a standout and his pedigree is the cherry on top. There is an incredible amount of 
consistency bred into this bull with having two breed legends as his parents. If the daughters from 57G end up anything 
like his three sisters, they will be the herd-building kind. 

RETAINING SEMEN FOR IN-HERD USE

PTG1285798 JNB 57G Feb 1, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver PROFILE 57G

14

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
93 ET 873 1443 2.3 4.2 80.9 117.2 18.6 0.5 58.8 104.64 67.82

Flushmate to Lots 14-16: JNB 44G

Dam to Lots 14-16: WFL RED SAGE 506C

Full Sib to Lots 14-16: SVS BETTS 808F
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BW: 90 ET

ADJ  
WW: 786

ADJ  
YW: 1316

CE: 4.0

BW: 4.4

WW: 82.8

YW: 121.2

MILK: 15.8

MCE: 1.7

MWW: 57.2

API: 105.81

TI: 69.03

15
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X
 R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z IPU RED BARONESS 1T
WFL RED SAGE 506C R PLUS REDGE 8018U
 WFL RED SAGE 1003Y 3D MISS SAGE 140 W

45G is the most moderate option of the flush brothers. If you love this 
genetic combination of Captain Scream with Sage, but are looking for 
something with a little less power than his brothers, 45G might be 
the ticket. He is moderate in performance and in size, but maintains a 
desirable, balanced, show ring kind of look. Really docile, hairy, deep 
ribbed, and sound on his feet and legs, you’d appreciate the angle of the 
hind pasterns on this bull. A genetic gem on paper with all the potential 
to leave you some gorgeous daughters. 

PTG1285797 JNB 45G Jan 27, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 45G Full Sib to Lots 14-16: JNB 37F

BW: 110  ET

ADJ  
WW: 931

ADJ  
YW: 1533

CE: 3.7

BW: 5.5

WW: 91.9

YW: 135.6

MILK: 14.9

MCE: 1.7

MWW: 60.9

API: 108.29

TI: 73.16

16
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  R PLUS HARD ROCK 145X
 R PLUS RELOAD 2006Z IPU RED BARONESS 1T
WFL RED SAGE 506C R PLUS REDGE 8018U
 WFL RED SAGE 1003Y 3D MISS SAGE 140 W

This big, stout, soft made, thick hipped bull is the performance 
powerhouse of the three brothers. His overall dimension, and the 
softness and capacity through his middle third, reminds me of his 
famous full brother, the $120,000 SVS Betts. 55G had a big time weaning 
accomplishment with a 205 day adj WW of 931 lbs, making him the 
#1 heaviest adj WW bull for 2019. His high performance never slowed 
down as he also earned himself one of the highest 365 day yearling 
weights. 55G will sire a group of powerful sons and if you keep any of his 
daughters, they will make beautiful, broody cows.

PTG1285809 JNB 55G Jan 31, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 55G Lot 16: IN JANUARY 2020Lot 16: IN JULY 2019
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  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S SPRINGCREEK PHOEBE 64N
LRX RED REEBA 41D LRX RED ACE 57R
 LRX RED 111U LRX NITA 63N

If you’re a believer that elite herd bulls stem from elite cows, then take a good look here. This bull is the second natural 
calf from our $26,000 donor, Reeba, who is proving her worth in a hurry. Her first natural calf was our high seller last 
year going to Pheasantdale Cattle Co. for $16,250. In her first year of production, we flushed Reeba before breeding 
her to Captain Scream, that’s why 76G is the youngest bull in the offering. Reeba has been truly outstanding in her first 
couple years of production. She is ideal in her type, being a feminine, dimensional, big capacity, easy keeping cow with 
an excellent udder and good foot. She is proving that she makes them right and gets the job done with raising them too. 
When you blend the unmatched power and consistency of Captain Scream with all that Reeba has to offer, you get a high 
performance, huge hipped, structurally sound and balanced bull in 76G. He ranks at the top 1-2% of the breed for WW, 
YW, carcass weight and ribeye area, validating his physical attributes and expected ability to add pounds and muscle to his 
calves. 76G also has respectable weaning gains, being ranked the third heaviest for 205 day adj WW, and despite his age, 
he is just as big as the other bulls in the pen. In addition to a powerful set of sons, the daughters from this feature bull 
should make excellent cows. Gestation 287 days.

PG1285847 JNB 76G Feb 20, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 76G

17

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
105 868 1468 3.7 5.5 88.1 136.6 22.8 3.1 66.9 112.57 72.75

Lot 17 with Dam: JULY 2019

Dam: LRX RED REEBA 41D

$16,250 Maternal Sib: JNB 43F

Lot 17
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18
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  WHEATLAND RED HUMMER 608S 
 GBV JNB RED YORK 13Y GBV RED PRIME CUT 73M
RAINBOWRIVER AMOUR 37A CNS DREAM ON L186
 SGCC BLK RAZAMATAZ 29S BGF RAZAMATAZ

A dark cherry red bull with a tonne of eye appeal and strong muscle 
expression. His dam is a dark red, moderate framed, deep ribbed cow 
with a tidy udder that has been a consistent producer over the years. His 
granddam was a big, long bodied, freight train of a cow. She had a successful 
show career as a calf and I purchased her as a high seller at Agribition that 
year. An impressive full brother to 67G sells as Lot 26. Gestation 287 days.

Maternal Sib: JNB 6CDam: AMOUR 37A

BW: 94 

ADJ  
WW: 752

ADJ  
YW: 1318

CE: 3.9
BW: 4.5
WW: 79.5
YW: 120

MILK: 18.0
MCE: 1.3

MWW: 57.8
API: 106.41
TI: 68.64

PG1285546 JNB 67G Feb 9, 2019 Hetero Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 67G

19
  HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
 MRL RED FORCE 12U MRL MISS 824S
MRL 67X LAZY S RED HAWK 189K
 IPU RED SATIN 177M TNT MISS REDLINE E156
  CDI AUTHORITY 77X
 KWA LAW MAKER 59C KWA MS ROCK 14X
DOUBLE BAR D MISSY 428E DOUBLE BAR D GUNNER 1W
 DOUBLE BAR D MISSY 429B DOUBLE BAR D MISSY 659Y

Calving Ease. Lots 19 & 20 are sired by MRL 67X, a proven, calving ease 
sire who we have used on our heifers for a few years. We have very limited 
semen on 67X, so we use him selectively, but we regard his calving ease 
abilities and daughters very highly. 67X progeny are always born unassisted, 
are always dark red in colour and his daughters are some of our most 
productive young cows with impeccable udders that milk very well. The 
dam of 18G is also a beautifully uddered young cow that is new to our 
program. 18G is a smaller framed bull that showed a lot of maturity at a 
very young age and ranks at the top 2% and 10% of the breed for CE and 
BW. This bull will shine in the heifer pen. Short gestation of 284 days.

Dam’s UdderDam: MISSY 428E

BW: 82 

ADJ  
WW: 773

ADJ  
YW: 1231

CE: 14.5
BW: 0.3
WW: 64.2
YW: 95

MILK: 24.1
MCE: 9.7

MWW: 56.2
API: 145.06
TI: 72.34

PG1283380 JNB 18G Jan 18, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver GUINNESS 18G

20
  HOOKS SHEAR FORCE 38K
 MRL RED FORCE 12U MRL MISS 824S
MRL 67X LAZY S RED HAWK 189K
 IPU RED SATIN 177M TNT MISS REDLINE E156
  IPU RED WESTERN 49X
 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z KWA MS ROCK 14X
RAINBOWRIVER COVERGIRL 9E HART THE FACTOR
 JETSTREAM COVERGIRL 27C JETSTREAM XCLUSIVE 16X

Calving Ease. Another bull that will work excellent on heifers. As I said in Lot 
19’s footnote, these MRL 67X sons make bomb proof calving ease bulls and 
they should lock in the udder quality and dark red colour. This bull is double 
bred calving ease with both MRL 67X and Red Mountain in his pedigree. 
His maternal granddam is our Covergirl 27C cow who we purchased for 
$10,250 as an open heifer after she won Junior Heifer Calf Champion at the 
Toronto Royal. A maternal sister to 32G’s dam is a beautiful feature heifer in 
this sale, she sells as Lot 29. Gestation 286 days.

Grandsire: RED MOUNTIANDam: COVERGIRL 9E

BW: 85 

ADJ  
WW: 747

ADJ  
YW: 1296

CE: 16
BW: -0.5
WW: 62.8
YW: 93.6

MILK: 24.9
MCE: 10

MWW: 56.3
API: 144.23
TI: 72.6

PG1285771 JNB 32G Jan 25, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver GUSTO 32G

Lot 17
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  NF TRUMP S582
 CDI AUTHORITY 77X CDI MS CROCKET 88T
KWA LAW MAKER 59C KWA RED ROCK 5T
 KWA MS ROCK 14X KWA MS BARON 9U
  KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A
 IPU RED DEPUTY 25C IPU 56U MS. RED LINER 81A
MAF SPRINKLES 189E MAF R HORIZON 7Y
 MAF SPRINKLES 14A 3D MISS RED LIZZIE 441Y

Big time pedigree on this sound structured bull. He is the first natural calf out of our newest donor, MAF Sprinkles 189E, 
who we purchased in 2018 as a $27,000 high seller from Meadow Acres. She is going to have a huge influence on our 
program going forward. We have five ET calves out of Sprinkles on the ground now and I’m not exaggerating when I say 
they all make the short list of some of my favourite calves born this year. Every one of them came moderate at birth 
and are stout, soft made, good haired with a tonne of look. A really exciting bunch and I’m impressed with how strongly 
Sprinkles has put her stamp on them. Sprinkles is a beautiful young cow with an impeccable udder and excellent foot 
quality. She’s moderate in frame and very sound, just like 54G. Red Deputy, Law Maker and Ms Rock 14X stack up the 
maternal merit and excellent udder quality backing this bull. He was handled a lot alongside his dam in 2019 as she was 
being flushed in our ET program, so he’s become a very quiet bull that likes attention. 54G will calve easily on cows and 
second calvers. I would look to him to moderate frame, improve structural soundness and produce a beautiful set of 
replacement heifers. Short gestation of 283 days.

RETAINING SEMEN FOR IN-HERD USE

PG1285807 JNB 54G Jan 31, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver LAW MAKER 54G

21

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
91 766 1241 4.7 2.9 72.8 105.7 23.4 -0.5 59.8 114.86 67.19

Dam: MAF SPRINKLES 189E

Granddam: MAF SPRINKLES 14A

Maternal Grandsire: IPU RED DEPUTY
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  IPU RED WESTERN 49X
 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z KWA MS ROCK 14X
HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 HARVIE DAKOTA ROSE 11Z WS DAKOTA ROSE M86
  ANCHOR D VIPER 103W
 SPRINGCREEK SPARK PLUG SPRINGCREEK BROOKE 68Z
RAINBOWRIVER HONEY 19E RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK HONEY 50X SPRINGCREEK BLK TESS 27U

Calving Ease. This feature bull is a unique combination of calving ease and performance. He should be universal enough 
to use on heifers or cows. 34G has a big time EPD spread right across the board, including the top 3% and 4% for CE and 
BW, and top 35% for Milk. When you examine his pedigree, you will see that there are very strong maternal genetics bred 
deep within this bull. His dam is a maternal sister to our Lot 1 feature bull and high seller from last year, Rainbowriver 
Finalist 3F. She is a beautiful young cow with an excellent udder and we think she has a very bright future ahead. Her 
maternal instinct at calving time was very, very impressive. 34G was very vigorous also, and with his dam’s assistance, he 
was nursing in under 30 minutes. 34G’s maternal granddam, 50X, cranked out three impressive progeny in her first three 
years with us, not to mention a high selling bull for Springcreek when Brian still owned her. We were so impressed with 
her production ability and excellence of udder quality at 9 years of age that we flushed her in 2019. That should give you 
an idea of how strongly we believe in 34G’s cow family. He’s a calving ease bull with all the bells and whistles, and I’m 
pretty sure he will make you want to keep all of his daughters. Gestation 290 days.

PG1285773 JNB 34G Jan 25, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SUMMIT 34G

22

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
78 839 1394 14.6 -0.3 74.6 116.5 27.5 10.7 64.8 127.79 72.63

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER HONEY 19E

Granddam: SPRINGCREEK HONEY 50X

$10,000 Maternal Sib to Dam: JNB 3F
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  IPU RED WESTERN 49X
 KWA FLYF RED MOUNTAIN 16Z KWA MS ROCK 14X
HARVIE RED SUMMIT 54B HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 HARVIE DAKOTA ROSE 11Z WS DAKOTA ROSE M86
  MRL 130Y
 COME AS U R RED ROCKET MISS XCITING 14X
RAINBOWRIVER TIMELY 11E MRL 67X
 RAINBOWRIVER TIMELY 4A KLC MISS TIMELY 106L

A long bodied, dark red, performance bull that was often found by visitors 
who toured our summer pastures. He ranked first out of 22 bulls at 
weaning, weighing in at just under 900 lbs. That’s an impressive feat for 
a bull that was raised by a first calf heifer in a drought year! The strong 
maternal ability of his dam is no surprise as the Timely cow family has been 
very productive, with both 4A and 106L raising their fair share of feature 
bulls over the years. His dark red colour should be locked in as it is stacked 
generations deep on both sides of his pedigree. Gestation 288 days.

Full Sib to Dam: JNB 5DDam: TIMELY 11E

BW: 99 

ADJ  
WW: 897

ADJ  
YW: 1471

CE: 2.8
BW: 4.9
WW: 97.9
YW: 149.4

MILK: 18.7
MCE: -0.6

MWW: 67.7
API: 111.74
TI: 78

  WHEATLAND HIGHVOLTAGE
 WHEATLAND CIRCUIT BREAKER WHEATLAND LADY 81X
WHEATLAND KILL SWITCH REMINGTON RED LABEL HR
 HR/RR MS CANDACE T73 GFI CANDACE G51
  R PLUS RED RIBEYE 1134L
 IPU RED NUGGET 132N HAAS RANCH C22
JNB RED NUGGET 15Z HOOK’S RED QUORUM 55H
 GBV RED TESS 11T CSF KELLYS MS RTWO 9R

A bigger framed bull with a solid build that started to look like a herd bull at 
only a few months of age. You’ll appreciate him for his dark red colour that 
he’s inherited from his dam. I liked him so much at 3 months of age that I 
bred his dam back the same way for 2020. I have my fingers crossed for a 
heifer. He was born unassisted from his good dam who is a fertile, excellent 
milking cow that demonstrates lots of longevity and excellent foot quality. 
Gestation 291 days.

Granddam: TESS 11TDam: NUGGET 15Z

BW: 108 

ADJ  
WW: 842

ADJ  
YW: 1359

CE: 4.9
BW: 4.2
WW: 77.9
YW: 112.3

MILK: 23.6
MCE: 4.9

MWW: 62.6
API: 111.97
TI: 69.54

PG1283381 JNB 19G Jan 18, 2019 Hetero Polled Red Purebred

  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U NEVAS L93
SPRINGCREEK BLUE CHIP 9D MSR KANSAS TANK 235M
 SPRINGCREEK TARA 111R SPRINGCREEK BROOKE 38L
  SPRINGCREEK RASHAD 12W
 NAC OVERDRIVE 5Z NAC 38U
RAINBOWRIVER CLEO 36C MJH SPARTACUS
 GBV BLACK UPLIFT 66U GBV RED PRIME CUT 49M

Another bigger framed bull with respectable performance, ranking 4th 
heaviest at weaning. His WW and YW EPDs also rank at the top 3-4% of the 
breed. He should sire a growthy set of calves. His full brother was a feature 
bull last year that sold to Isaac and Christine Friesen from Gardentown. A 
paternal sister is a feature heifer that sells as Lot 29. We’ve now calved out 
our first Blue Chip females and they are big bodied, broody females with 
good udders and lots of milk. Short gestation of 283 days.

Full Sib: JNB 19FDam: CLEO 36C

BW: 100 

ADJ  
WW: 864

ADJ  
YW: 1464

CE: 5.2
BW: 4.5
WW: 85.1
YW: 130.2

MILK: 25.5
MCE: 5

MWW: 68.1
API: 121.3
TI: 72.15

23
PG1285794 JNB 42G Jan 26, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SUMMIT 42G

24 Rainbowriver KILL SWITCH 19G

25
PG1285772 JNB 33G Jan 25, 2019 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver BLUE CHIP 33G
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BW: 98 

ADJ  
WW: 738

ADJ  
YW: 1308

CE: 2.9

BW: 5.4

WW: 85.3

YW: 130.3

MILK: 16.9

MCE: 0.7

MWW: 59.6

API: 106.25

TI: 70.63

26
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D MR HOC BROKER
 RF SCREAM 215Z RF SCREAM 39X
  WHEATLAND RED HUMMER
 GBV JNB RED YORK 13Y GBV RED PRIME CUT 73M
RAINBOWRIVER AMOUR 37A CNS DREAM ON L186
 SGCC BLK RAZAMATAZ 29S BGF RAZAMATAZ

20F is a big, beautiful, long bodied two year old bull with a lot of presence. 
We think very highly of this bull and we respect the cow family backing 
him. His dam has been a good producer over the years. She’s darker red 
in colour, big barrelled, moderate framed and has a tidy udder. The kind of 
cow you’d like a whole herd of. His full brother sells as Lot 18. This bull will 
sire a really fancy set of calves with added performance. He’s ready to get 
out and cover some extra cows for you this year. Gestation 286 days.

PG1239288 JNB 20F Jan 14, 2018 Homo Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver SCREAM 20F Dam: AMOUR 37ALot 26: SPRING 2019

BW: 84 

ADJ  
WW: 730

ADJ  
YW: 1250

CE: 12.2

BW: 1.9

WW: 66.8

YW: 103.8

MILK: 22.4

MCE: 7.2

MWW: 55.8

API: 114.92

TI: 62.89

27
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  SPRINGCREEK RASHAD 12W
 NAC OVERDRIVE 5Z NAC 38U
RAINBOWRIVER CHLOE 39C MJH SPARTACUS
 GBV RED GOLD 24U Z-BAR CONNOR’S MS REDHEAD

Calving Ease. 11F is part of the feature sire group of Impact sons. His 
brothers lead off this sale as Lots 1-4. He is docile and easy to handle, 
good haired and has a very high quality foot under him, like all of the 
Impact progeny do. He is double bred calving ease as his dam is sired by 
our previous $12,000 walking sire, Overdrive, who we used successfully 
on both heifers and cows. Overdrive’s sons were highly sought after by 
our commercial customers. 11F will calve easily on cows and first calvers, 
and I wouldn’t be surprised if he could be used successfully on well-
developed heifers too. Short gestation of 284 days.

BPG1243255 JNB 11F Jan 12, 2018 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver IMPACT 11F Grandsire: OVERDRIVE 5ZDam: CHLOE 39C
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  LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE GOTHAM 819Y LFE BEST LADY 47W
LFE THE RIDDLER 323B TNT TANKER U263
 LFE BS CHARO 23Y LFE CHARO 3N
  JS SURE BET 4T
 DRAKE POKER FACE 2X DRAKE TULA 1R
RAINBOWRIVER CLASSY 5C RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINNE 6R SPRINGCREEK DAISY 40H

We have dug deep to offer this feature heifer. In addition to her beautiful profile, I admire the size of her foot and the base 
width through her chest. She is backed by generations of beautiful cows, blaze faces and perfect udders. Judging by her 
teat size and placement, I predict 50G’s udder will be impeccable also. 50G’s maternal sister is the dam of Lot 31. Together, 
50G and 72G demonstrate the production quality that the Classy family is capable of. Last year, 50G’s full brother was our 
second highest selling black bull going to Randy Geisler, and this year her dam blessed us with another beautiful, blaze 
faced full sister to 50G. It’s never easy parting with heifers this good, but having her full sister now will make it a little 
easier to let 50G go. Short gestation of 284 days.

BPG1285803 JNB 50G Jan 29, 2019 Hetero Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver CLASSY 5OG

28

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
85 703 1093 8.3 1.7 84.7 134.3 18.3 6.8 60.0 135.2 77.38

Granddam: SPRINGCREEK LINNE 6R

Lot 28 & Dam: JUNE 2019

Full Sib: JNB 24F

Dam’s Udder
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  RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181
 SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U NEVAS L93
SPRINGCREEK BLUE CHIP 9D MSR KANSAS TANK 235M
 SPRINGCREEK TARA 111R SPRINGCREEK BROOKE 38L
  WLB ROUGHNECK 366R 377W
 HART THE FACTOR HART OPEN RANGE LADY S31
JETSTREAM COVERGIRL 27C REMINGTON ON TARGET 2S
 JETSTREAM XCLUSIVE 16X TCCO CENTERFOLD 06K

This feature heifer is very quiet and always comes over for a scratch. She’s a big barrelled heifer that has performed really 
well. I love how much capacity she carries in her moderate frame. I purchased her dam for $10,250 after she won Junior 
Heifer Calf Champion honours at the Toronto Royal in 2015. I have one maternal sister in herd who raised the Lot 20 bull. The 
injection of maternal strength from Blue Chip makes this heifer very intriguing. We calved out our first Blue Chip daughters in 
January and they met our high expectations with good udders that milk really well. Short gestation of 276 days.

PG1282872 JNB 4G Jan 8, 2019 Hetero Polled Red Purebred

Rainbowriver COVERGIRL 4G

29

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
85 732 1071 8.7 2.9 80.2 117.3 26.0 7.1 66.1 124.75 71.71

Dam: 2015 RAWF JR CHAMP HEIFER

Dam: JETSTREAM COVERGIRL 27C

Maternal Sib: JNB 9E
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  LFE RANCHER 396U
 LFE BOUNTY 3118Z LFE BS KEEPSAKE 158S
WLB BOUNTY HUNTER 365C LFE THE DARK NIGHT 350U
 LFE BS MARY 26A LFE BS MARY 25U
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE THE RIDDLER 323B LFE BS CHARO 23Y
RAINBOWRIVER DREAM 13E MRL 67X
 RAINBOWRIVER DREAM 3A GBV/JNB RED DREAM 3Y

Another deep ribbed, big barrelled feature heifer that is going to have an excellent udder. Her dam is a moderate framed, long 
bodied cow with an absolutely perfect udder. With 61G being her first calf, I’d say 13E is off to a running start. This cow family 
has been in our program for a very long time and is known for their great udders that milk very well. 61G’s granddam, 3A, is 
one of my favourite red cows that we showed as a calf, bred heifer and again as a two year old. 3A raised our high selling bull 
in 2016. Gestation 289 days.

BPG1285816 JNB 61G Feb 4, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver DREAM 61G

30

BW: ADJ WW: ADJ YW: CE: BW: WW: YW: MILK: MCE: MWW: API: TI:
91 705 1132 5.0 3.2 84.1 134.9 19.7 1.6 61.8 133.15 78.69

Granddam: RAINBOWRIVER DREAM 3A

Dam: RAINBOWRIVER DREAM 13E

Maternal Sib to Dam: JNB 13C
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BW: 82 

ADJ  
WW: 657

ADJ  
YW: 1019

CE: 13.3

BW: 0.2

WW: 68.1

YW: 102.6

MILK: 25.8

MCE: 7.1

MWW: 59.9

API: 121,24

TI: 66.82

31
  KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y
 KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A PEACOCK’S LI’L NETTIE 23Y
KUNTZ LONGMIRE 4D KUNTZ CONSPIRACY 5Y
 KUNTZ RIVIERA 409B KUNTZ RIVIERA 42R
  MR NLC UPGRADE U8676
 MR CCF VISION GCF MISS ELSA
RAINBOWRIVER CLASSY 14E DRAKE POKER FACE 2X
 RAINBOWRIVER CLASSY 5C SPRINGCREEK LINNE 6R

This heifer is very sound and balanced with an eye-appealing, show ring 
look. She’s a moderate framed, tanky, easy fleshing female that should 
have a nice udder. The Classy cow family is leaving their mark in our 
program with their great udders and ability to consistently produce the 
good ones. The dam of 72G is a maternal sister to Lot 28 and she did a 
good job with 72G being her first calf. Her second calf is an Impact bull 
calf that was born in January and he is one of the most impressive bulls 
born this year. This cow family is proving itself quickly and is one that’s 
worth tying into. Short gestation of 283 days.

BPG1285840 JNB 72G Feb 14, 2019 Homo Polled Hetero Black Purebred

Rainbowriver CLASSY 72G Great Granddam: LINNE 6RDam: CLASSY 14E

BW: 72 

ADJ  
WW: 621

ADJ  
YW: 991

CE: 13.7

BW: -0.2

WW: 69.9

YW: 111.2

MILK: 24.7

MCE: 9.8

MWW: 59.7

API: 125.83

TI: 68.88

32
  HARVIE JDF WALLBANGER111X
 SVS CAPTAIN MORGAN 11Z SUNNYVALLEY BLK JENNA 88U
RF IMPACT 601C WHEATLAND STOUT 930W
 RF FLIRT 204Z RF FLIRT 4X
  LFE GOTHAM 819Y
 LFE THE RIDDLER 323B LFE BS CHARO 23Y
RAINBOWRIVER LINETTE 32D SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S
 BLACKSAND LINETTE 823U SPRINGCREEK DAWN 131P

This heifer encompasses three of our most significant genetic investments 
into one fancy package. Her $17,000 maternal granddam, Linette 823U, 
was the first donor cow I purchased to seriously advance our program. I 
bought into the $170,000 LFE The Riddler just a few months after buying 
Linette, knowing he was the bull that I just had to flush our new donor to. 
A result of that flush is 32D, the dam of this heifer. We invested in 74G’s 
sire, the $30,000 RF Impact 601C, for a walking bull and in three short 
years he’s proven to be a genetic marvel beyond our highest expectations. 
If you study Lots 1 to 4, and come tour our replacement and two year old 
heifer pens, you will see the genetic value in these Impact progeny. We 
won’t be letting many of these Impact daughters go, so take advantage of 
this one that is royally bred. Gestation 288 days.

BPG1285844 JNB 74G Feb 18, 2019 Homo Polled Homo Black Purebred

Rainbowriver LINETTE 74G Maternal Sib: JNB 22FDam: LINETTE 32D
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33
EMBRYOS

  KUNTZ MARSHALL 12Y
 KUNTZ SHERIFF 8A PEACOCK’S LI’L NETTIE 23Y
IPU RED DEPUTY 25C SPRINGCREEK LINER 56U
 IPU 56U MS. RED LINER 81A ASR MS BLACK DESI W9154
  LFE BS LEWIS 322U 
 MAF R HORIZON 7Y LFE KJLI DREAMLADY 79W
MAF SPRINKLES 14A WHEATLAND BULL 738T
 3D MISS RED LIZZIE 441Y LFE LIZZIE 619K

MAF Sprinkles 189E is our newest donor who we acquired for $27,000 from Meadow Acres in 2018. Sprinkles is a beautiful 
young female that looks exactly like her photo. Moderate in size, balanced, feminine, sound and soggy with an udder that 
is as perfect as we hoped for. Sprinkles’ pedigree also makes her a 3/4 sibling to the popular A.I. sire, IPU Lieutenant 
24E. Her first natural calf sells in this sale as Lot 21 and she has been flushed over the last year to some of the hottest 
bulls available. We have her first ET calves sired by the $75,000 SVS Tycoon on the ground already and they look really 
promising. Stout, soggy, solid made calves that came moderate at birth and really carry her stamp. A very exciting bunch. 
We intend to keep Sprinkles’ embryo bank fairly exclusive so there won’t be many (if any) other opportunities to purchase 
her embryos going forward. This is a powerful genetic opportunity out of two high quality, elite individuals in the breed. 
Opportunities like this don’t come along often and we are excited to offer these genetics to the industry.

PTG1209515 FBL 189E Feb 4, 2017 Homo Polled Red - Diluter Free Purebred

EMBRYOS ARE STORED AT: EMBRYO GENETICS LTD. EMBRYOS ARE QUALIFIED FOR: CANADA

MAF  SPRINKLES 189E

Embryo Sire: SVS TYCOON 841F

Embryo Granddom: SVS RED ANNIE 411B

EMBRYO GUARANTEE: 
1 - 90 day pregnancy per pack of 
three if implanted by an accredited 
veterinarian. Replacement embryos 
will either be the same embryos 
as purchased or those of equal 
value. If no replacement embryos 
are available, then a credit will 
be issued. In the event that your 
conception rates of the purchased 
embryos do not meet the minimum 
guaranteed, please notify us of 
inadequate conception within 120 
days of implanting.

donor pedigree

LOT 33A | 3 EMBRYOS - sired by SVS TYCOON 841F 
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Reeba was the $26,000 high seller at Checkers 2017 and has matured into a beautiful, tanky, easy keeping cow. Her sire 
is one of the greatest maternal giants of all time and her dam is one of Robb Farms most proven cows. Reeba’s dam is 
the granddam of LRX The Godfather 141Z, the dam of LRX Uncle Jeffrey 56A who walks for Westway Farms, and she 
also raised a $23,500 full sib sister to Reeba, as well as another full sister that is a donor for Robb Farms. Reeba herself 
is quickly proving her worth, having raised a $16,250 high seller with her first natural calf, and then another feature bull 
that sells in this sale. We now have a variety of her ET calves on the ground that look really exciting, plus we are awaiting 
her natural calf by Tycoon in February. Since Reeba flushed so good when we sent her to BVG for IVF, we set aside three 
embryos from each flush to sell. These embryos on offer are the last of that inventory. The Lot A and B embryos are full 
sibs to Reeba’s feature son that sells as Lot 17. He is proof that this mating works! We also expect great results from the 
Westcott mating. We believe in these matings and will be implanting these same embryos in our program this spring. 
Again, this is your last chance to invest in Reeba’s embryos as we plan to keep her future inventory exclusive. Reeba’s 
early production record indicates that these matings could pay big dividends, so invest wisely while you have the chance!

34
EMBRYOS

A & B  Embryo Sire: CAPTAIN SCREAM

C Embryo Sire: WESTCOTT

41D WITH FULL SIB TO A & B EMBRYOS

EMBRYOS ARE STORED AT: BOW VALLEY GENETICS EMBRYOS ARE QUALIFIED FOR: CANADA & USA

  HC POWER DRIVE 88H
 RCC/TCF LINE DRIVE M181 BOZ SWEET TEMPTATION
SPRINGCREEK LINER 104S SRS J914 PREFERRED BEEF
 SPRINGCREEK PHOEBE 64N SPRINGCREEK JUANITA 38E
  KENCO/MF POWERLINE 204L
 LRX RED ACE 57R IPU MS RED RIBEYE 71N
LRX RED 111U ANCHOR “T” YUKON 35K
 LRX NITA 63N KWA LADY PROFIT 14G

donor pedigree

LOT 34A | 3 IVF EMBRYOS - sired by BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D

LOT 34B | 3 IVF EMBRYOS - sired by BGS/BM CAPTAIN SCREAM 63D

LOT 34C | 3 IVF EMBRYOS - sired by WFL WESTCOTT 24C 

PTG1187868 LRX 41D Jan 9, 2016 Homo Polled Red - Diluter Free Purebred

LRX RED REEBA 41D
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